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Abstract. This paper relates two different paradigms of descriptions
of communication behaviour, one focussing on global message flows and
another on end-point behaviours, using formal calculi based on session
types. The global calculus, which originates from a web service descrip-
tion language (W3C WS-CDL), describes an interaction scenario from a
vantage viewpoint; the end-point calculus, an applied typed π-calculus,
precisely identifies a local behaviour of each participant. We explore a
theory of end-point projection, by which we can map a global descrip-
tion to its end-point counterpart preserving types and dynamics. Three
principles of well-structured description and the type structures play a
fundamental role in the theory.

1 Introduction

Communication-Centred Programming. The explosive growth of Internet
in the last decades has led to the de facto, global standards for naming scheme
(URI, Domain Names), communication protocols (SOAP, HTTP, TCP/IP) and
message format (XML). These elements offer a useful basis for building ap-
plications centring on communication among distributed agents through these
standards. Such communication-centred applications are sometimes called web
services. Web services are an active area of infrastructural development, involv-
ing the major standardisation bodies such as W3C and OASIS.

A concrete application area of communication-centred applications is busi-
ness protocol. A business protocol is a series of structured and automated in-
teractions among business entities. It is predominantly inter-domain, is often
regulation-bound, and demands clear shared understanding about its meaning.
Some protocols such as industry standards will remain unchanged for a long
time once specified; others may undergo frequent updates. Because of its inher-
ent inter-organisational nature, there is a strong demand for a common standard
for specifying business protocols on a sound technical basis.

Global Description of Interaction. One of the standardisation efforts for a
language to specify business protocols is the Web Services Choreography Descrip-
tion Language (WS-CDL) [26], developed by W3C WS-CDL Working Group
since 2004 in collaboration with π-calculus experts including the present authors.
WS-CDL offers a fully expressive global description language for channel-based
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communication equipped with general control constructs (e.g. sequencing, con-
ditionals and recursion), and is conceived with potential usage of type-based
formal validation from the outset. The intuition behind the term choreography
may be summarised thus:

“Dancers dance following a global scenario without a single point of control”

WS-CDL is conceived as a language for describing such a “global scenario”: once
specified, this scenario is to be executed by individual distributed processes with-
out a single point of control.1 Another significant feature is WS-CDL’s informal
use of sessions for communication: at the outset of each run of a protocol, a
session is established between communication parties so that involved communi-
cations can be distinguished from different runs of the same or other protocols.

End-Point Projection. The global description of a communication behaviour
is useful since, among others, it offers a clear view of dynamics of the whole
interactions. Real execution of the description, however, is always through com-
munication among distributed end-points which (as the notion of choreography
dictates) may as well involve no centralised control. Thus we ask:

How can we project a global description to end-point processes so that
their interactions precisely realise the original global description?

Such a projection may be called end-point projection (EPP), a terminology from
WS-CDL Working Group. Having a universally agreed and well-founded EPP
is fundamental for the engineering use of global descriptions, from design to
implementations to validations/verifications to run-time monitoring (see § 5).

This paper establishes a formal theory of EPP by introducing the two typed
calculi for interaction, a distilled version of WS-CDL (a global calculus) and
an applied π-calculus (an end-point calculus), and defining a mapping from the
former to the latter. This mapping is highly non-trivial due to the different
nature of descriptions: a global calculus directly describes interactions among
multiple participants involving sequencing, branching and recursion, which dif-
fers from the end-point-based description given in the π-calculus. A central con-
tribution of this work is the identification of three basic principles for global
descriptions under which we can define a sound and complete EPP, in the sense
that, through a given EPP, all and only globally described behaviour is realised
as communication among end-points. The three principles are: connectedness
(a basic local causality principle), well-threadedness (a stronger locality principle
based on session types [23,16,12,25,13,6]) and coherence (a consistency principle
for description of each participant in a global description). Schematically, the
EPP mapping has the following shape:

I �→ A[P ] | B[Q] | C[R] | · · ·
1 A related idea is orchestration where one master component, “conductor”, directly

controls activity of one or more slave components, which is useful when communi-
cating parties can be placed under a common administrative domain, see [1].
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where I is a global description, A, B and C are participants of the protocol and P ,
Q and R are projections of I onto A, B and C respectively. We shall show that,
when applied to well-typed interactions following the three principles, the EPP
mapping thus defined satisfies type preservation, soundness and completeness.

The EPP theory opens a conduit between global descriptions and accumu-
lated studies on process calculi, allowing the use of the latter’s rich theories for
engineering aims. The EPP theory will be published as an associated document
of WS-CDL 1.0 [11] (which contains many examples and full technical details),
and will form part of its open-source implementation [19].

Related Work. Global methods for describing communication have been prac-
ticed in many different forms, including MSCs, UML diagrams and Petri-Nets
[24]. In the context of security study, Strand Space [15] is a model for analysing
security protocols based on their global representation; while Briais and Nest-
mann [7] present a notation for representing protocol narrations and relate it
to the π-calculus (which is a form of end-point projection in our sense). These
notations and models offer a useful basis for design/specification/analysis, but
are not intended as full-fledged programming languages, so that they lack in e.g.
general control structures and constructs for value passing and state change.

DiCons is a global notation for programming Internet applications [2] whose
primitives include web server invocation, email, and web form filing. A formal
notion of end-point projection has not been studied in [2].

The present work shares with many recent works its use of types of the mobile
processes, including, but not limited to, Pict [20], Polyphonic C� [3] and the
preceding studies on session type disciplines [6,12,13,16,23,25]. In the context
of session types, our work extends their usage to global descriptions and intra-
session parallel communications. These preceding works are based on end-point
languages and calculi. The EPP theory offers a passage through which these and
other related studies can be reflected onto global descriptions.

Fournet, Gordon, Bhargavan and Corin studied security-related aspects of
web services. In [5], they have implemented part of WS-Security libraries, and
analyse them through a translation into the π-calculus. The benefits of such a
tool may be reflected onto global descriptions through the theory of EPP.

Laneve and Padovani [17] give a model of orchestrations using an extensions
of π-calculus to join patterns. Busi et al. [8] study a bisimulation-based corre-
spondence between choreography and orchestration. In [14], they further studied
a calculus for web services of end-point descriptions based on predicate-driven
communication. A formal theory of end-point projection is the main difference
of our work from these preceding works.

2 The Global Calculus

2.1 Buyer-Seller Protocol

We outline the key technical ideas using an example from [21], the “Buyer-Seller
Protocol”. The participants involved are a Buyer, a Seller and a Shipper. We
describe the protocol with both text and a sequence diagram.
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(1) Buyer asks Seller for quote;

(2) Seller replies with a quote;

(3) Buyer accepts or rejects;

(4) In case of acceptance,
(a) Seller orders from Shipper;
(b) Shipper sends back details;
(c) Seller forwards to Buyer.

(5) In case of rejection,
(a) terminate.

accept

quote

quoteCh

+
{

reject

Buyer Seller Shipper

deliveryCh

details

details

The diagram is ambiguous at the branching (+) actions in (4) and (5): the pur-
pose of such diagrams is to offer an informal overview: they naturally omit de-
tailed control structures (choices, loops, etc.) and manipulation of values/states.
The reason why such global descriptions are practised in engineering is because
they enable a clear grasp of the whole interaction structure, lessening synchro-
nisation and other errors at the design stage.

WS-CDL is intended to extend these virtues of global notations to a full
fledged description language. We find, through our involvement in its design
process, that it is based on two engineering principles: the Service Channel
Principle (SCP) where invocation channels (e.g. a channel at which Buyer
first communicates to Seller, or Seller to Shipper) can be shared and invoked
repeatedly; and the Session Principle (SP) where a sequence of conversations
belonging to a protocol should not be confused with other concurrent runs of
this or other protocols by the participants i.e. each such sequence should form a
logical unit of a conversation, or a session.

(SCP) corresponds to the repeated availability of replicated input channels
in the π-calculus (called uniformly receptive [22] and server channels in [4]), or,
in practice, of public URLs. (SP) is a basic principle in many communication-
centred programs, and can be given simple type abstraction with decidable type
checking [12,16,25].2 The global calculus is built from formalisation of these two
principles, as well as combinators for composing descriptions. Before introducing
the syntax formally, we first outline its basic ideas using an example.

Figure 1 (a) gives a description of the Buyer-Seller Protocol in the global
calculus. In (a), Line 1 describes Action (1) in the protocol. The quoteCh is a
service channel, which may be considered as a public URL for a specific service.
The invocation marks the start of a session between the buyer and the seller:
the ν-bound s is a session channel, a fresh name to be used for later commu-
nication in this session. Unlike standard process calculi, the syntax no longer
describes input and output actions separately: the information exchange between
two parties is directly described as one interaction.

2 In implementations of web services, sessions are implemented using so-called corre-
lation identities (which may be considered as nonces in cryptographic protocols).
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1. Buyer → Seller : quoteCh(ν s).
2. Seller→Buyer : s〈quote, 300, x〉. {
3. {Buyer→Seller : s〈accept〉.
4. Seller → Shipper : delivCh(ν t).
5. Shipper→Seller : t〈details, v, x〉.
6. Seller→Buyer : s〈details, x, y〉. 0 }
7. +
8. {Buyer→Seller : s〈reject〉. 0} }

1. Buyer → Seller : quoteCh(ν s).
2. rec X. {
3. Seller→Buyer : s〈quote, q, x〉.
4. if reasonable(x)@Buyer then
5. {Buyer→Seller : s〈accept〉.
6. Seller → Shipper : delivCh(ν t).
7. Shipper→Seller : t〈details, v, x〉.
8. Seller→Buyer :s〈details, x, y〉. 0 }
9. else

10. {Buyer→Seller : s〈reject〉.
q@Seller :=q@Seller−1. X } }

(a) Protocol for Buyer-Seller Example (b) Protocol with Recursion

Fig. 1. Business Protocols in the Global Calculus

Line 2 describes Action (2), Seller’s reply to Buyer. The session has already
been started and now the two participants communicate using the session chan-
nel s. In addition, three factors involved: quote identifies the particular operation
used in this communication (i.e. request for quote), 300 is the quote sent by Seller;
x is a variable located at Buyer where the communicated value will be stored.

Lines 3/8 describe Action (3), where Buyer communicates its choice (accept
or reject) to Seller through s. Two series of actions which follow these choices
are combined by + in Line 7. If accept is chosen, Seller sends Shipper the Buyer’s
details via the service channel delivCh of Shipper, creating a fresh session channel
t (Line 4). Then in Line 5, Shipper sends back the shipping details through t.
Finally in Line 6, Seller forwards the details to Buyer by sending the value stored
in variable x: here the protocol terminates. In Line 8, Buyer communicates reject,
in which case the protocol immediately terminates.

In (a), we can observe the distinction between service channels and session
channels implements (SCP) and (SP); sessions offer logical grouping of threads
of interactions, where each thread starts with a procedure-call-like service invo-
cation at a service channel and carry out in-session communications at associated
session channels. This point can be seen more clearly in Fig. 1 (b), a refinement
of (a). In (b), if Buyer chooses reject, the protocol recurs to Line 3, after decre-
menting the quote. In Line 4, a unary predicate reasonable(x) is evaluated at
Seller’s site (“@” indicates a location, similarly in Line 10). The session notation
makes it clear that all quote-messages from Seller to Buyer in the recursion are
done within a single session. §4 shall show that such session information plays a
crucial role in tractable end-point projection.

2.2 Syntax and Dynamics

The syntax of the global calculus [9] is given by BNF. I, I ′, . . . denote terms
of the calculus, also called interactions. ch, ch′ . . . range over service channels;
s, t, . . . range over session channels; s̃ indicates a vector of session channels; A, B,
C, . . . range over participants; x, y, z, . . . over variables local to each participant;
X, X ′, . . . over term variables; and e, e′, . . . over arithmetic and other first-order
expressions.
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I ::= A → B : ch(ν s̃). I (init) | (νs) I (new)

| A→B : s〈op, e, y〉. I (comm) | X (recvar)

| x@A := e. I (assign) | I1 + I2 (sum)

| I1 | I2 (par) | μX. I (rec)

| if e@A then I1 else I2 (cond) | 0 (inaction)

(init) denotes a session initiation by A via B’s service channel ch, with fresh
session channels s̃ and continuation I. (comm) denotes an in-session communi-
cation over a session channel s, where op is an operator name. Note that y does
not bind in I. “|” and “+” denote respectively parallel and choice. (νs) I is
the π-calculus-like name restriction, binding s in I. Since such a hiding is only
generated by session initiation, we stipulate that a hiding never occurs inside
a prefix, sum or conditional. (cond) and (assign) are standard conditional and
assignment (e@A indicates e is located at A). μX. I is recursion, where the
variable X is bound in I. 0 denotes termination. The free and bound session
channels and term variables are defined in the usual way. We often omit 0 and
empty vectors.

The reduction of the global calculus is close to that of imperative languages. A
state σ assigns a value to the variables located at each participant. We shall write
σ@A to denote the portion of σ local to A, and σ[y@A �→ v] to denote a new
state σ′ which is identical to σ except that σ′@A(y) is equal to v. A reduction
“(σ, I) → (σ′, I ′)” says that I in the state σ performs one-step computation
and becomes I ′ with the new state σ′. Below we list some of the rules generating
the reduction (a complete set of rules can be found in [11]).

(G-Init) (σ, A → B : ch(ν s̃). I) → (σ, (ν s̃) I)

(G-Com)
σ′ = σ[x@B �→ v] σ � e@A ⇓ v

(σ, A→B : s〈op, e, x〉. I) → (σ′, I)

(G-Asgn)
σ � e@A ⇓ v σ′ = σ[x@A �→ v]

(σ, x@A := e. I) → (σ′, I)

(G-Init) is for session initiation: after A initiates a session with B on service
channel ch, A and B share s̃ locally (indicated by (νs̃)), and the next I is
unfolded. The initiation channel ch will play an important role for typing and the
end-point projection later. (G-Com) is a key rule: the expression e is evaluated
into v in the A-portion of the state σ and then assigned to the variable x located
at B resulting in the new state σ[x@B �→ v]. The same variable (say x) located
at different participants are distinct (hence σ@A(x) and σ@B(x) may differ).
Other rules for parallel, summation, recursion and restriction are omitted.

As an example of reduction, consider, for instance:

Buyer → Seller : quoteCh(ν s). Seller→Buyer : s〈quote, 300, x〉. I ′

with state σ. By (G-Init), we get (σ, (νs) Seller→Buyer : s〈quote, 300, x〉. I ′).
Now, by rule (G-Com), this evolves into (σ[x@Buyer �→ 300], (νs) I ′).
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2.3 Session Types for Global Descriptions

We use a generalisation of session types [16]. The grammar of types follows.

α ::= s � Σiopi(θi). αi | s � Σiopi(θi). αi | α1 |α2 | end | μt. α | t

where θ, θ′, . . . range over value types. α, α′, . . . are session types. s � Σiopi(θi). αi

is a branching input type at session channel s, indicating a process is ready to
receive any of the (pairwise distinct) operators {opi}, each with a value of type θi;
s � Σiopi(θi). αi, a branching output type at s, is its exact dual. The type α1 |α2
is a parallel composition of α1 and α2, abstracting parallel composition of two
sessions. We take | to be commutative and associative, with end, the inaction type
indicating session termination, being the identity. We demand session channels
in α1 and α2 to be disjoint: this guarantees a linear use of session channels. t is
a type variable, while μt.α is a recursive type, where μt binds free occurrences
of t in α. In recursive types, we assume each recursion is guarded, i.e., in μt.α,
α is an n-ary parallel composition of input/output types. Recursive types are
regarded as regular trees in the standard way [13].

Note that session channels occur free in session types: this is necessary to
allow multiple session channels to be used in parallel in a single session; with
this, we can faithfully capture use cases of web services which exchange different
data simultaneously, leading to a generalisation of session types in the literature.
Let us show a simple example:

s � quote(int). end | s′ � extra(string). end

Here a participant is sending a quote (integer) at s and extra information about
the product at s′ in a single session: without using distinct session channels, two
communications can get confused and result in a type error.

A typing judgment has the form Γ � I : Δ where Γ is service typing and Δ
session typing. The grammar of typings follows where A �= B in s̃[A, B]:

Γ ::= ∅ | Γ, ch@A : (s̃)α | Γ, x@A :θ | Γ, X :Δ
Δ ::= ∅ | Δ, s̃[A, B] :α | Δ, s̃ :⊥

Each time a session is initiated, session channels need be freshly generated. Thus,
the type of a service channel indicates a vector of session channels to be initially
exchanged, in addition to how they are used. This is formulated by service type
(s̃)α where s̃ is a vector of pairwise distinct session channels covering all session
channels in α, and α does not contain free type variables. In a service typing,
ch@A : (s̃)α says that ch is located at A and offers a service interface (s̃)α;
x@A : θ says that a variable x located at A may store values of type θ; finally,
X :Δ says that when the interaction recurs to X , it should have the typing Δ.

The typing uses a primary type assignment s̃[A, B] : α, which says that a
vector of session channels s̃, all belonging to a same session between A and B,
has the session type α when seen from the viewpoint of A. We write Γ1, Γ2
(resp. Δ1, Δ2) if there is no overlap between the free variables/names in Γ1 and
Γ2 (resp. Δ1 and Δ2). The notation fsc(Δ) denotes the set of free service/session
channels in Δ. In the following, we present the main typing rules:
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(G-TCom)
Γ � I � Δ, s̃ [A, B] :αj Γ � e@A :θj Γ � x@B :θj s ∈ {s̃} j ∈ J

Γ � A→B : s〈opj, e, x〉. I � Δ, s̃ [A, B] :s � Σi∈Jopi(θi). αi

(G-TCom2)
Γ � I � Δ, s̃ [B, A] :αj Γ � e@A :θj Γ � x@B :θj s ∈ {s̃} j ∈ J

Γ � A→B : s〈opj, e, x〉. I � Δ, s̃ [B, A] :s � Σi∈Jopi(θi). αi

(G-TPar)
Γ � I1 � Δ1 Γ � I2 � Δ2

Γ � I1 | I2 � Δ1 • Δ2

(G-TInit)
Γ, ch@B : (s̃)α � I � Δ, s̃ [B, A] :α

Γ, ch@B : (s̃)α � A → B : ch(ν s̃). I � Δ

Rule (G-TCom) states that, for typing an in-session communication of e from
A to B at s with the choice opj , (1) the body I should assign αj to s̃ containing
s; (2) the value e should be typed in the source (A) with θj ; and (3) the variable
(parameter) x should be typed in the target (B) with the same type. Then, in
the conclusion, a branching type is formed whose j-th branch consists of opj , θj

and αi. In (G-TCom), the session type in focus is considered direction from the
viewpoint of A. We may also regard it from the receiver’s viewpoint (B), which is
its symmetric variant (G-TCom2). Rule (G-TPar) uses the linearity condition
found in [16]. The the operator • is well-defined whenever the linearity condition
is satisfied and is such that s̃[A, B] : α ∈ Δ1 • Δ2 iff either s̃[A, B] : α1 ∈ Δ1,
s̃[A, B] : α2 ∈ Δ2 and α = α1 | α2; or s̃[A, B] : α ∈ Δ1 and {s̃} ∩ fsc(Δ2) = ∅; or
its symmetric case. The other rules are standard [11].

As a simple example, we type the Buyer-Seller interaction I in Fig. 1 (a).
Service channel quoteCh is assigned with the following service type:

(s) s � quote(integer). s � ( accept(null). s � details(string). end +
reject(null). end )

Service channel deliveryCh has type (t) t � details(string). end. Denoting two
types by (s)α1 and (t)α2, we have: quoteCh : (s)α1, deliveryCh : (t)α2 � I 
 ∅.

Similarly, we can type the interaction in Figure 1 (b) where we have recursion.
The typing of the service channel quoteCh will differ in the ”rejection” branch,
given as: (s) μt. s � quote(integer). s � ( . . . + reject(null). t).

The typing system also incorporates subtyping based on an inclusion ordering
on each type (formalised using simulation like in [13]).

Theorem 1 (Subject Reduction). Assume Γ � σ. Then Γ � I 
 Δ and
(σ, I) → (σ′, I ′) imply Γ � σ′ and Γ � I ′ 
 Δ′ for some Δ′ s.t. fsc(Δ′) ⊂ fsc(Δ).

3 The End-Point Calculus

3.1 Syntax and Dynamics

The end-point calculus is the π-calculus [18] extended with sessions [16] as well
as locations and store [10]. P, Q, . . . denote processes, M, N, . . . networks.

P ::= ! ch(s̃). P | ch(ν s̃). P | s � Σiopi(yi). Pi | s � op〈e〉. P | x := e. P

| if e then P1 else P2 | P1 ⊕ P2 | P1 | P2 | (νs) P | X | μX. P | 0

N ::= A[ P ]σ | N1 | N2 | (νs) N | ε
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The first two processes describe session initiations; the next two, in-session com-
munications (where yi in the first construct, branching input, is not bound in
Pi, and {opi} should be pairwise distinct). Next, x := e. P assigns a value v to
x in its store then continues as P . The rest is standard. Networks are parallel
composition of participants, where a participant is of the shape A[ P ]σ, with
A being the name of the participant, P its behaviour, and σ its local state. We
often omit σ when irrelevant.

The reduction semantics for the end-point calculus follows the π-calculus.
Below we list the three key rules (other rules are found in [11]).

(E-Init) A[ ! ch(s̃). P | P ′ ]σ | B[ ch(ν s̃). Q | Q′ ]σ′

→ (ν s̃) (A[ ! ch(s̃). P | P | P ′ ]σ | B[ Q | Q′ ]σ′)

(E-Com) A[ s � Σiopi(xi). Pi | P ′ ]σ | B[ s � opj〈e〉. Q | Q′ ]σ′

→ A[ Pj | P ′ ]σ[xj �→v] | B[ Q | Q′ ]σ′ (σ � e ⇓ v)

(E-Asgn) A[ x := e. P | P ′ ]σ → A[ P | P ′ ]σ[x �→v] (σ � e ⇓ v)

(E-Init) defines the session initiation: two participants A and B will synchro-
nise to start a session, ! ch(s̃). P denoting a service and ch(ν s̃). Q a request.
It will result in sharing fresh session names s̃ local to A and B. These session
names are then used in (E-Com) for communication. In (E-Com), communi-
cated values are assigned to local variables, rather than substituted, for having
the correspondence with the global calculus. (E-Asgn) updates a local store.

3.2 Session Typing of End-Point Calculus

In the end-point calculus, we use two typing judgements, Γ �A P 
 Δ (where
P is typed as a behaviour for A) and Γ � M 
 Δ. Γ (service typing) and Δ
(session typing) are given as before except (1) Γ adds ch@A : (s̃)α; and (2) we
replace s̃[A, B] :α by s̃@A : α. The selected typing rules are given below.

(E-TB)
j ∈ J K ⊆ J s ∈ s̃ Γ � xj : θj Γ �A Pj � Δ · s̃@A : αj

Γ � s � Σi∈Jopi(xi).Pi � Δ · s̃@A : s � Σi∈Kopi(θi). αi

(E-TS)
j ∈ J ⊆ K Γ � e : θj Γ �A P � Δ · s̃@A : αj

Γ �A s � opj〈e〉.P � Δ · s̃@A : s � Σi∈Kopi(θi). αi

(E-TServ)
Γ �A P � s̃@A :α

Γ, ch@A : (s̃)α �A ! ch(s̃). P � ∅

(E-TReq)
Γ, ch@B : (s̃)α �A P � Δ · s̃@A : α

Γ, ch@B : (s̃)α �A ch(ν s̃).P � Δ

(E-TB) is for branching input. The resulting typing can have less branches
than the real process, so that the process is prepared to receive any operator
specified in the type. (E-TS) is its dual: the typing can have more branches
than the real process, so that the process invokes at most those operators spec-
ified in the typing. Combining (E-TB) and (E-TS), an output never invokes a
non-existent option in the input. (E-TServ) is for the server side of initialisa-
tion. In the premise, the session typing should not have session channels other
than the target of initialisation: this prevents free session channels from occur-
ring under the replicated input, thus guaranteeing their linear usage. By our
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convention, neither ch nor ch occurs in Γ in the conclusion. The output side
of initialisation (E-TReq) is analogous, except it does not need the linearity
constraint. The remaining rules are standard [16]: for example, with parallel
composition, we ensure that an input of type α is composed with an output of
its dual.

We recall our running example, Figure 1 (a) in § 2.1. An end-point represen-
tation of this example for Buyer may be written:

Buyer[ quoteCh(νs). s � quote(x). (s � accept. s � details(y). 0 ⊕ s � reject. 0) ]

Above Buyer[P ] indicates a participant (a named agent) whose behaviour is given
by the process P . The Seller’s code is given as:

Seller[! quoteCh(s). s � quote〈300〉. s �

(accept. deliveryCh(νt). t � delivery(x). s � delivery〈x〉. 0 + reject. 0)]

The end-point representation for Shipper is given similarly. These end-point
descriptions do not directly and explicitly describe how interaction proceeds
globally, which may often be the central concern of communication-centred ap-
plications designers/users. However, they precisely represent local communica-
tion behaviours which give rise to global interactions. The two service channels
quoteCh and deliveryCh are replicated and ready to be invoked, following (SCP).

We can type these processes using the service types (s)α1 and (t)α2 from
§ 3.3. The type of the seller becomes (writing P for its process):

quoteCh : (s)α1, deliveryCh : (t)α2 � Seller[ P ]σ 
 ∅.

Note that the service channel deliveryCh is overlined, indicating the direction:
this is because the input channel is located at the shipper’s. In the global calculus,
a channel is always used for both input and output, so there is no such need.
Similarly we may type the end-point processes for Buyer and Seller with recursion
as in Figure 1 (b), as:

Buyer[ μX. quoteCh(νs). s � quote(x).
if reasonable(x) then s � accept. s � details(y). 0 else s � reject. X ] |

Seller[ ! quoteCh(s). μX. s � quote〈300〉. s �

(accept. deliveryCh(νt). t � delivery(x). s � delivery〈x〉. 0 + reject. X)]

We may also note, both in its term and in its typing, the end-point process
for Shipper in Figure 1 (b) does not involve recursion, since its session is self-
contained inside a recursion.

Theorem 2 (subject reduction). If Γ � N 
Δ and N → N ′ then Γ � N ′
Δ.

A significant corollary of this result is the lack of communication error in the
sense that typed processes never invoke missing operations and never commu-
nicate ill-typed values. This is fundamental for end-point processes since they
describe inputs and outputs separately, unlike global descriptions.
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4 The End-Point Projection

4.1 Three Principles for End-Point Projections

A theory of EPP assigns to global descriptions the precise and transparent oper-
ational content as communicating processes. This task becomes subtle because
a global calculus allows descriptions that do not make sense at end-points, i.e. as
distributed communicating processes. Below we discuss three issues in this regard
one by one, together with the corresponding disciplines which disallow them.

Connectedness. Consider the following code snippet for global description.

Buyer → Seller : ch1(ν s). Shipper → Depot : ch2(ν t)

Remembering “.” indicates sequencing, Shipper is described as contacting Depot
only after Buyer has performed a request to Seller in the description above. Imple-
menting this behaviour as distributed processes demands that Shipper be notified
once the first communication is performed by message passing, for instance in:

Buyer → Seller : ch1(ν s). Seller → Shipper : ch(ν s′). Shipper → Depot : ch2(ν t)

Observe the second description is directly realisable as end-point processes, while
the first one is not. Even if one may informally write down the first description,
it is the second one which can have a precise correspondence with end-point
behaviour. Thus we preclude descriptions like the first one, by demanding each
participant acts only as a result of its local event. We call this principle connect-
edness. Connectedness is simply defined by tracking active/passive participants
of each action, as formally given in [11]. Informally, for each A, A’s sending ac-
tion or its self-contained action (e.g. assignment and evaluation of a conditional
guard) should always be immediately preceded by A’s receiving action or its
another self-contained action. Connectedness is closed under reductions.

Well-threadedness. The next condition is also about causality, but a slightly
more subtle one. Consider the following connected interaction:

Buyer → Seller : ch1(ν s). Seller → Shipper : ch2(ν t).
Shipper → Buyer : ch3(ν u). Buyer→Seller : s〈op, v, x〉. I

We claim that this global code (regardless of I) is unrealisable at end-points. In
fact, the first action tells us that there is a thread in Buyer which invokes Seller.
This thread becomes inactive in the second line where a service at ch3 in Buyer
is invoked. In the final line, Buyer communicates to Seller via s opened in the
initial action. Written in the end-point calculus:

Buyer[ ch1(νs). s � op〈v〉. P | ! ch3(t). Q ]σ1
|

Seller[ ! ch1(s). ch2(νt). s � op(x). Q′ ]σ2
|

Shipper[ ! ch2(t). ch3(νu). R ]σ2
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The first process of Buyer invokes ch1 and sends v with operation op in the
same session, while the second is a service at ch3 (by SCP this channel should
be ready to receive invocations). s � op〈v〉 cannot be located under ch3, as it
belongs to a session s. When the three processes interact, first, Buyer invokes ch1,
then Seller invokes ch2 of Shipper: up to here the interaction follows the original
global scenario. However, at this point, the action s � op(x) is free to react with
its dual action s � op〈v〉, before Shipper invokes Seller’s other component, the
service at ch3. Thus the sequencing in the global description gets violated.

The fundamental issue in the example above is that the given global code as-
sumes a false, or unrealisable, dependency among actions: the last action belongs
to a thread which started from the invocation of ch1, while the description says it
should take place as a direct result of the third action at a distinct thread which
has been opened by the invocation at ch3. If a global description is free from such
false dependency, we say it is well-threaded. For the formal definition, we first
annotate a global interaction with identifiers for threads. Annotated interactions,
denoted by A, A′, . . ., are given by the following grammar.

A ::= Aτ1 → Bτ2 : ch(ν s̃). A | x@Aτ := e. A | A1 |τ A2 | μτXA. A | XA
τ

| Aτ1 →Bτ2 : s〈op, e, y〉.A | A1 +τ A2 | if e@Aτ then A1 else A2 | 0

where τi ∈ N (called thread) and τ1 �= τ2 in the first two lines. Our task is to
find a notion of “consistent annotation” so that causality specified globally is
precisely realisable locally. We demand: if an input is annotated by τ then its
directly succeeding output is annotated by τ again, similarly for self-contained
actions; that two actions by A in the same session are annotated by the same
thread; and that the input of session initiation is always given a fresh thread. We
say I is well-threaded when it is connected and has a consistent annotation. If
I is well-threaded and has no free session channels, it has a primary annotation
from which all of its consistent annotations are derivable [11, §14, Prop. 11]. As
an example, consider the following annotated interaction.

Buyerτ1 → Sellerτ2 : ch1(ν s). Sellerτ3 → Shipperτ4 : ch2(ν t).

Shipperτ5 → Buyerτ6 : ch3(ν u). Buyerτ7 →Sellerτ8 : s〈op, v, x〉. I

By the first two conditions, we have τ1 = τ7 and τ6 = τ7, hence τ6 = τ1,
which violates the third condition. So this is not well-threaded. But the following
annotated interaction is well-threaded:

Buyer1 → Seller2 : ch1(ν s). Seller2 → Buyer3 : ch2(ν t).

Buyer3 →Seller2 : t〈op1, v1, x〉. Seller2 →Buyer1 : s〈op2, v2, y〉. 0

and in fact gives rise to the following correct end-points.

Buyer[ ch1(νs). s � op2〈v2〉.0 | ! ch2(t). t � op1(x). 0 ] |
Seller[ ! ch1(s). ch2(νt). t � op1〈v1〉.s � op(y). 0 ]

There is a type discipline accepting all and only well-threaded interactions,
from which we can derive a sound and complete algorithm for checking well-
threadedness and for calculating, if any, (primary) consistent annotations [11].
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Coherence. The final principle concerns consistency of descriptions of a be-
haviour belonging to the same service. We first note that it is often necessary
to merge threads to obtain the final end-point behaviour of a single service.
Consider the parallel composition:

Buyer → Seller : ch(ν s). Seller→Buyer : s〈op1, e, x1〉. I1 |
Buyer → Seller : ch(ν t). Seller→Buyer : t〈op2, e, x2〉. I2

where op1 �= op2. Above, Buyer invokes Seller’s service at ch twice in parallel.
Now consider constructing the code for this service at channel ch: we need to
merge these two threads into one end-point behaviour. But the global description
is contradictory, since in one invocation the service reacts with op1, while in the
other the service reacts with op2. As can be observed from this example, in a
global description, the description of the behaviour of a single end-point can be
scattered in different portions of the code. Hence we need to guarantee, in EPP,
that these scattered descriptions are mergeable. This mergeablity condition is
called coherence. Let A be consistently annotated. We list the key rules defining
the partial operation TP(A, τ) (see [11] for a full definition):

TP(Aτ1 → Bτ2 : b(ν s̃). A, τ ) def=

⎧
⎨
⎩

b(ν s̃). TP(A, τ1) if τ = τ1

! b(s̃). TP(A, τ2) if τ = τ2

TP(A, τ ) otherwise

TP(Aτ1 →Bτ2 : s〈opi, ei, xi〉. A, τ ) def=

⎧⎨
⎩

s � op〈e〉. TP(A, τ ) if τ = τ1

s � opi(xi). TP(A, τ ) if τ = τ2

TP(A, τ ) otherwise

TP(A1 +τ ′ A2, τ ) def=
{

TP(A1, τ
′) ⊕ TP(A2, τ

′) if τ = τ ′

TP(A1, τ ) � TP(A2, τ ) otherwise

In the third rule, � is a partial commutative binary operator on processes such
that: (1) if P is a prefixed process with a service channel as its subject, then
P � 0 = 0 � P = P ; and (2) s � Σi∈Jopi(yi). Pi � s � Σi∈Kopi(yi). Qi

def=
Σi∈J∩Kopi(yi). (Pi � Qi) + Σi∈J\Kopi(yi). Pi + Σi∈K\Jopi(yi). Qi with Pi 
�
Qi, where P 
� Q says that the operation P � Q is defined (thus we demand
overlapping branches be mutually consistent); and (3) otherwise P �Q is defined
congruently up to ≡. The partial operation P � Q is called merging operation.

Given an annotated interaction A, we write τ1 ≡A τ2 whenever τ1 and τ2
in A belong to the same service channel. We say that A is coherent if it is
consistently annotated (hence well-threaded) and TP(A, τ) is well-defined for
each τ , and moreover satisfies: for each pair of threads τ1, τ2 in A such that
τ1 ≡A τ2, it holds that TP(A, τ1) � TP(A, τ2) is defined. Coherence of a well-
typed interaction is decidable [11, §15, Prop.13].

With coherence as the final principle, we can now project a well-structured
global description to end-point processes that precisely realise the original global
scenario (the projection is essentially invariant under different consistent anno-
tations [11, §16.1, Prop.14]). Formally, let I be a restriction-free and coherent
interaction with free session names s̃ and let A be one of its consistent annota-
tions. Then the end point projection of (ν s̃) A under σ is defined as:

EPP((νs̃) A, σ) def= (ν s̃) ΠA∈part(A) A[ Π[τ ] �τ ′∈[τ ] TP(A, τ ′) ]σ
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where ΠPi denotes the parallel composition, part(A) denotes the set of partici-
pants mentioned in A and [τ ] denotes the equivalence class (≡A) of τ .

4.2 Pruning and Main Theorem

Consider an interaction which is composed from two branches whose first two
interactions are Buyer → Seller : ch(ν s). Seller→Buyer : s〈ack〉 and then in one
branch we have Buyer → Seller : s〈go〉 and in the other Buyer → Seller : s〈stop〉.
We then obtain its EPP:

Buyer[ch(νs).s�ack.s�go ⊕ ch(νs).s�ack.s�stop] | Seller[! ch(s).s�ack.s�(go+stop)]

Let us reduce the original global description, which, by dropping one branch,
leads to Seller→Buyer : s〈ack〉. Buyer→Seller : s〈go〉. This EPP is:

Buyer[ch(νs).s � ack.s � go] | Seller[! ch(s).s � ack.s � go)]

Now we compare this end-point process with the reductum of the original EPP
before, which is Buyer[ch(νs).s�ack.s�go] | Seller[! ch(s).s�ack.s�(go + stop)],
where Seller has a redundant, useless branch “stop”. This example shows that
reduction in a global description can lose information which is still kept in the
corresponding reduction in its EPP. This motivates the asymmetric relation of
pruning P ≺ Q, which indicates that if we cut off such unnecessary branches
and replication from Q then we obtain P (see [11] for a formal definition). If
P ≺ Q, then P and Q are strong bisimilar under the minimal typing of P .

The main result of the paper follows. Below, by abuse of notation, I de-
notes consistently annotated interaction. ≡μ is the extension of ≡ with the fold-
ing/unfolding of recursion. The proof is found in [11, §16.2–5]. (1) implies the
lack of communication errors for the result of EPP.

Theorem 3 (end-point projection). Let I be coherent, Γ � I 
Δ and Γ � σ:

(1) (type preservation) If Γ � I 
 ∅ and Γ � σ, then Γ � EPP(I, σ) 
 ∅.
(2) (soundness) If EPP(I, σ) → N then there exists (I ′, σ′) such that (σ, I) →

(σ′, I ′) and EPP(I ′, σ′) ≺ ≡μ N .
(3) (completeness) If (σ, I) → (σ′, I ′) then EPP(I, σ) → N s.t. EPP(I ′, σ′) ≺ N .

5 Extensions and Future Work

Channel passing is a practically useful extension for business protocols, for exam-
ple in the scenarios where participants need to send links to other participants. A
typical example is when Buyer wants to buy from Seller, but Buyer does not know
Seller’s address (service channel) on the net. The only information Buyer has is
a service channel of DirectoryService, which will send back the address of Seller
to Buyer which in turn interacts with Seller through the obtained channel. Can
we have a consistent EPP theory with unknown participants and channels? This
has been an open problem left in WS-CDL’s current specification (which allows
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channel passing only for fixed participants). A possible extension of the EPP the-
ory to channel passing, together with the treatment of other useful additional
constructs, is discussed in [11]. Another interesting future topic is relaxations of
the well-formedness principles while maintaining a sound EPP theory, on which
some ideas are also discussed in [11].

The EPP theory has been developed with practical use in mind. There are
several engineering scenes where the theory and its extensions may be useful.

– Code generation. We can create a complete distributed application by pro-
jecting a detailed global description to each of its end-points.

– Prototype generation. Projection can also be used for generating a skeleton
code for each end-point which only contains basic communication behaviour,
to be elaborated to full code. This is already used in [19].

– Use of conformance. A team of programmers initially agree on a shared
global specification for communications among end-points: during/after pro-
gramming, each programmer can check if her/his code conforms to the
specification by conformance checking against projection. The conformance
scheme is useful in other scenes, for example when we wish to check the
usability of an existing service/library in a given global description.

– Runtime monitoring, testing and debugging. At runtime, each end-point can
check if ongoing communications at his/her site conform to the global de-
scription by checking against its projection to that end-point. The monitor-
ing can also be used for debugging and testing existing code.

Further, many static analyses/logical validation methods would become available
for a global description from their well-developed end-point counterpart. The
present work is intended as an initial trial towards a well-founded framework
for communication-centred programming based on two distinct, and mutually
complementary, descriptive paradigms, underpinned by a theory of EPP.
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